
Highland Honey Introduces Handcrafted
Honey that Customers Enjoy and Benefit From

BOULDER COUNTY, COLORADO,

UNITED STATES, September 23, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Highland Honey

is a Boulder County, Colorado-based

company offering handcrafted raw

honey that customers love. The flavor

of this honey conveys an awareness of

high quality and the particular tastes of

Boulder County. Because of how it is

raised, collected, and produced, the

honey that Highland Honey delivers

not only helps improve customers'

experience when consuming it but also

benefits their health in many ways.

People looking for raw creamed honey can check out Highland Honey.

What makes Highland Honey stand out is its dedication to raising and producing high-quality and

handcrafted honey with excellent flavors of the place. The company understands that honey's

quality partially depends on the unique interaction of geology, geography, and climate and how

these characteristics affect plant life. Furthermore, the nectars and pollen from local plants,

which Boulder County bees obtain in abundance, are food sources for the bees. With these

unique qualities of the region and the skills of the beekeepers, Highland Honey creates unique

and artisanal honey that customers enjoy.

The company also pays attention to the health and well-being of the bees. It introduces various

foods that meet their nutritional needs and sustains bee health. It also supports the labor-

intensive practice of frequently moving its hives following nectar flows. Because of the

company's excellent approach to keeping bees and other elements in the region that support

them, the bees are much healthier, allowing them to collect more nectars and produce excess

honey for themselves as well as for sale. 

The raw honey from Highland Honey is combined with diverse nectars from the varying eco-

zones solely from Boulder County, producing a rich, complex flavor. Unlike other types of honey

found on the market that are destroyed by heat to expedite jarring, Highland Honey produced in

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://highlandbees.com/


Boulder County, Colorado apiaries is raw, unheated, and creamed, so it will never further

crystallize. The company creams the honey to maintain honey texture and enhance shelf life.

People also prefer creamed honey because it is rich in taste and texture and much healthier to

consume. Those seeking relief from illnesses by consuming honey can benefit significantly from

raw or classic creamed honey.

"As a company, we aim to offer unique honey that customers will love and benefit from. When

they taste our handcrafted honey, they will experience the unique tastes and floral aromas of

Boulder County," the company's rep stated.

About Highland Honey

Highland Honey is a Boulder County, Colorado-based company that offers handcrafted raw

honey to customers across the state and country.
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